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Abstract

Background: There is robust evidence that regular physical activity (PA) has positive health effects. However, the
best PA methods and the most important correlates for promoting PA remain unclear. Physical activity on
prescription (PAP) aims to increase the patient’s motivation for and level of PA. This study investigated possible
predictive baseline correlates associated with changes in the PA level over a 6-month period of PAP treatment in order
to identify the primary care patients most likely to benefit from a PAP intervention.

Methods: The study included 444 patients with metabolic risk factors who were aged 27 to 85 years and physically
inactive. The patients received PAP treatment that included individual counseling plus an individually-tailored PA
recommendation with a written prescription and individualised structured follow-up for 6 months. Eight baseline
correlates of PA were analysed against the PA level at the 6-month follow-up in a predictor analysis.

Results: Five baseline correlates predicted the PA level at the 6-month follow-up: self-efficacy expectations for
changing PA; the patient’s preparedness and confidence regarding readiness to change PA; a BMI < 30; and
a positive valued physical health. The proportion of patients increasing the PA level and achieving a PA level
that was in accordance with public health recommendations was higher with a positive valued baseline correlate.
The odds of achieving the recommended PA level increased substantially when 2 to 4 predictive correlates were
present. PA levels increased to a greater extent among patients with low PA at baseline than patients with high PA at
baseline, especially in combination with 2 to 4 positively-valued correlates (87–95% vs. 62–75%).

Conclusions: This study identified potential predictive correlates of an increased PA level after a 6-month PAP
intervention. This contributes to our understanding of PAP and could help individualise PAP support. The
proportion of patients with the lowest PA level at baseline increased their PA level in a higher extent (84%)
and thus may benefit the most from PAP. These results have clinical implications for behavioural change in
those patients having the greatest health gains by increasing their PA level.

Trial registration: ClinicalTrials.gov; NCT03586011. Retrospectively registered on July 17, 2018.

Keywords: Physical activity, Metabolic syndrome, Physical activity on prescription, Health behaviour, Correlates
of physical activity, Predictive factor
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Background
Physical inactivity is a global health concern [1] that in-
creases the risk of lifestyle-related disorders, including
metabolic syndrome (MetS) and premature death [2–4].
MetS typically includes various combinations of over-
weight, abdominal obesity, insulin resistance, dyslipidae-
mia, and hypertension [3, 5]. There is a dose-response
relationship between physical activity (PA) and health,
with the most sedentary and physically inactive patients
who increase their PA levels showing more pronounced
improvements in health [6–8]. The internationally
recommended minimum PA level is 150 min per week
of moderate-intensity PA or 75min per week of vigorous-
intensity PA [9].
While the evidence supporting the positive health ef-

fects of regular PA is robust [7], many people do not
achieve the recommended levels of PA. The best way to
promote PA and the factors affecting long-term adher-
ence to a PA program remain unclear [10, 11], and there
is a need in clinical practice for studies that evaluate
strategies that aim to increase PA [12, 13] and the mech-
anisms underlying PA behaviour [14]. Specifically, the
reasons why PA interventions are effective are not fully
understood [10] and the factors or possible correlates
that favour successful changes in PA behaviour [14] are
not fully elucidated. Sherwood and Jeffery studied the
factors associated with increased exercise in PA inter-
ventions [15] and found that higher motivation for PA,
improved self-efficacy for exercise, enhanced social and
environmental support, and tailored interventions for
subgroups all helped increase PA.
Such correlates of changes in PA are defined as inter-

vening causal variables that are necessary for creating a
cause-effect pathway between different interventions and
PA [14, 16, 17]. The mediating variable model proposed
by Baranowski et al. [18] suggests that changes in corre-
lates may lead to changes in PA [16, 18, 19], thus identi-
fying why and how treatments exert their effects [20].
Effect modifiers (e.g. age, sex), should also be taken into
account. They affect the direction and/or strength of the
relationship between an intervention, such as PA, and
the outcome [17, 21, 22] and can identify who will be af-
fected by treatments and under what circumstances the
treatment will have an effect [20]. Notably, few studies
have examined the roles of correlates of PA in experi-
mental PA studies [19], and more research is needed to
better understand these possible correlates and
PA-related behaviour [23, 24].
Previous studies have identified a number of possible

correlates that may affect the outcomes of a PA inter-
vention. These include readiness to change based on the
principles of the transtheoretical model and the stages of
change [25, 26]. The patients readiness to change PA be-
haviour cannot be taken for granted and the focus will

be on that part the patient is most ready to change.
Self-efficacy is based on social cognitive theory including
self-efficacy expectations; the belief in capability to per-
form a behaviour, and outcome expectations; the belief
that a specific behaviour will lead to a desired outcome
[27–29]. Enjoyment defines as a positive affective state
that reflects feelings such as pleasure and fun [30]. To
enhance enjoyment of PA would increase the possibil-
ities for PA changes [10]. Social support, based on social
cognitive theory [31], is defined as activities that help
the individual move toward goals and includes dimen-
sions as social relationships, structure of relationships
and functional content of relationships [32]. Body mass
index (BMI), and health-related quality of life (HRQOL)
may also affect the outcome of a PA intervention. Previ-
ous studies has revealed an inverse association between
obesity and PA as well as an impact of HRQOL on PA
[22, 33]. Sociodemographic factors such as age, sex, so-
cial situation, economic status, education, and smoking
may also be important. Studies has shown inversely as-
sociations between age in adulthood and PA level, males
to be more active than females and that lower levels of
education and socio-economic status were associated
with less PA [22, 34, 35].
The aim of physical activity on prescription (PAP) is to

increase the motivation for PA and the PA level. Swedish
PAP studies that are based on an individualized method-
ology have shown positive effects on PA level, metabolic
health, and HRQOL [36–40]. A recent systematic review
found that there is a high level of evidence that Swedish
PAP increases the PA level [41]. PAP treatment is part of
patient-centred care, which takes into account the pa-
tient’s knowledge, experience, and needs [42, 43]. PAP
treatment includes individual counseling, an individually-
tailored PA recommendation with a written prescription,
and individualised, structured follow-up [44]. All licensed
Swedish professionals in healthcare may use PAP treat-
ment [45]. Further studies are needed to illuminate the ef-
fects of Swedish PAP-treatment and the underlying
correlates influencing behaviour change in terms of in-
creased PA.
The aim of this study was to explore possible predict-

ive baseline correlates associated with changes in the PA
level over a 6-month period of PAP treatment in order
to identify the primary care patients most likely to bene-
fit from a PAP intervention.

Methods
Study design
The study was a longitudinal prospective observational
cohort study of PAP treatment with a 6-month
follow-up. The treatment was carried out as part of daily
clinical primary care practice and had been in use for
several years before the study start. The study design
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and the PAP intervention has been described previously
[40]. The study was approved by the Regional Ethical
Review Board in Gothenburg, Sweden (Dnr 678–14).

Study population
The 444 patients, aged 27–85 years, included in the
study were selected as a convenience sample from 15
primary health care centres in Gothenburg, Sweden. The
inclusion criteria were: physically inactive according to
the internationally recommended minimum PA level [9],
having at least one component of MetS present, and re-
ceiving PAP treatment. The patients had to understand
the Swedish language to complete the questionnaires.
The 6-month follow-up was completed by 368 patients,
with a dropout rate of 17% (Fig. 1).
The patients, 56% of whom were women, were in-

cluded prospectively from 2010 to 2014. A majority of
the patients were overweight/obese and had hyperten-
sion or hyperlipidemia. The mean BMI was 32 kg/m2.
The majority of patients had two components of MetS,
and 61% were using medicines. In the dropout group (n =
76, 17%), there was a higher proportion of women, more
patients had musculoskeletal disorders, and more had a
lower level of HRQOL as measured with the Short Form
36 (SF-36). The characteristics of the study population
and the dropouts are presented in Table 1. A more

detailed description of the study population has been pub-
lished previously [40].

Intervention
The patient was informed of the possibility to receive
PAP treatment and to be included in the study with both
written information received in the waiting room and
orally by their caregiver. The PAP treatment consisted of
an individual counseling, an individually-tailored PA rec-
ommendation with a written prescription, and individua-
lised, structured follow-up for 6 months.
Authorised personnel, mainly nurses, who were edu-

cated about the effects of PA and the PAP intervention
engaged the patient in a patient-centred dialogue about
health status and previous and current PA levels. The
patient’s preferences for various physical activities, mo-
tivation, self-efficacy, and readiness to change PA behav-
iour were evaluated. An individually dosed PA was
agreed upon and written down. The recommended PA
was performed by the patient outside the health care
system. The most common recommendation was
moderate-intensity walking, 30–45 min per episode, and
2–5 times/week to be carried out individually in every-
day life. Anthropometrics and blood pressure were mea-
sured, blood samples adequate for the MetS analysis
were taken and the patient responded to a written ques-
tionnaire. The first meeting with the patient lasted 60 to

Fig. 1 Flow of patients involved in the study
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75min. During the 6-month intervention period, sup-
port was individually structured and involved either re-
visits or telephone contact. The majority of the patients
(80%) visited their PAP responsible nurse 1 to 2 times
during the 6-month period, including the 6-month
follow-up visit. At the revisit the patient’s motivation,
self-efficacy, and readiness to change PA behaviour were
re-evaluated and the dose of PA was possibly revised.
Each revisit session lasted 30 to 45 min. The measure-
ments, sample collection, and questionnaire were re-
peated at the 6-month follow-up. The intervention was
described in detail previously [40].

Measurements
The measurements described below were conducted at
baseline and at the 6-month follow-up.

PA level
The PA level was calculated using a questionnaire based
on the public health recommendations of the American
College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) and the American
Heart Association (AHA) [46]. The questionnaire was
used to measure whether the patient achieved the rec-
ommended PA level. It was developed by the Lifestyle
Intervention Research (LIR) Group at the University of
Linköping, Sweden, and included in the working docu-
ment during the time that new indicator questions re-
garding PA was evaluated and validated by the Swedish
National Board of Health and Welfare [47]. The last 7
days of PA were investigated, and the patient responded
to 2 PA questions (ACSM/AHA questionnaire) in
which 30 min of moderate-intensity PA per day re-
sulted in 1 point for each day of the week, and 20
min of vigorous-intensity PA per day resulted in 1.7
points for each day of the week. A score ≥ 5 points
indicated an adequate PA level according to public
health recommendations (≥150min of moderate-intensity
PA/week) [9]. The vigorous-intensity question has been
used in previous studies, supporting the construct validity
of the measure [48, 49].

Correlates of PA change
Self-efficacy expectations was measured with the Self-Ef-
ficacy for Exercise Scale (SEES) [29], with a focus on the
patient’s ability to exercise 3 times a week for 20 min in
the face of barriers to exercise. The questionnaire has
been culturally adopted and translated into Swedish, and
it includes nine items (e.g. “The weather was bothering
you”, “You had to exercise alone”, “You felt depressed”)
that are rated on an ordinal 10 point scale that ranges
from 1 (Not confident) to 10 (Very confident). The item
scores are summarised and divided by the number of re-
sponses, indicating the strength of self-efficacy expecta-
tions. The SEES has been tested for use with older

Table 1 Baseline characteristics of the completer’s and dropout group

Variable Completer’s
(n = 368)

Dropout
(n = 76)

p value

Agea – years 57.4 (10.9) 57.6 (13.1) 0.955e

Sexb 0.011f

Female 198 (53.8) 53 (69.7)

Male 170 (46.2) 23 (30.3)

Nationalityb 0.915f

Sweden 312 (86.0) 62 (84.9)

Other 51 (14.0) 11 (15.1)

Social situationb 0.144f

Single 135 (37.9) 35 (48.6)

Married/cohabit 205 (57.6) 33 (45.8)

Other 16 (4.5) 4 (5.6)

Economic statusb – perceived 0.467f

Good 213 (59.3) 36 (50.7)

Neither nor 107 (29.8) 19 (26.8)

Bad 39 (10.9) 16 (22.5)

Educationb 0.117f

Elementary grade 69 (19.2) 14 (19.4)

Upper secondary school 131 (36.4) 36 (50)

University college 160 (44.4) 22 (30.6)

Tobaccob 0.871f

Smokers 34 (9.5) 10 (13.9)

Non-smokers 229 (63.8) 41 (56.9)

Ex-smokers 96 (26.7) 21 (29.2)

Part of metabolic syndromeb

Overweight/Obesity 333 (90.5) 71 (93.4) 0.245f

Hyperglycemia 144 (39.1) 30 (39.5) 0.672f

Hypertension 293 (79.6) 53 (69.7) 0.117f

Hyperlipidemia 212 (57.6) 41 (53.9) 0.801f

Other diagnosis

Mental health, depression 52 (14.1) 13 (17.1) 0.446f

Musculoskeletal disorders 58 (15.8) 19 (25) 0.040f

Other 155 (42.1) 38 (50) 0.172f

Physical activity levela, score:

ACSM/AHA questionnaire 1.7 (1.5) 1.7 (1.4) 0.975e

BMIa, kg/m2 32.0 (5.2) 33.0 (5.8) 0.104e

HRQOL SF-36a, score:

Physical component summary 45.7 (9.9) 41.4 (10.8) 0.001e

Mental component summary 44.4 (13.1) 40.0 (14.6) 0.012e

ACSM American College of Sports Medicine, AHA American Heart Association,
BMI body mass index, HRQOL SF-36 Health Related Quality of Life 36-Item
Short Form Health Survey
a-bData are given as amean (standard deviation) or as bnumber (percentage)
Difference between follow-up and dropout group. P-value was determined by
ean independent samples t-test or by fa Mann-Whitney U-test
Statistical significance was set at p ≤ 0.05. Statistical significant p-values are
presented in bold numbers
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adults and older women post-hip fracture; it shows
high internal consistency, acceptable reliability, and
sufficient to strong evidence for construct and criter-
ion validity [29, 50, 51].
Outcome expectations was assessed with the Outcome

Expectations for Exercise-2 Scale (OEE-2) [28]. The
OEE-2 questionnaire is a 13-item measure with 9
positively-worded items (e.g. “Helps me feel less tired”)
and 4 negatively-worded items (e.g. “Is something I
avoid because it causes me to be short of breath”) that
are divided into two subscales: positive OEE and nega-
tive OEE. The items are rated on a 5-point Likert scale
that ranges from 1 (Strongly agree) to 5 (Strongly dis-
agree). The negative OEE items are reverse-scored, and
the numerical ratings for each response are summarised
and divided by the number of items. Thus, a highly val-
ued outcome expectation from the patient gives a low
total score. The OEE-2 questionnaire was revised in
2005 to include 4 items that concern negative expecta-
tions of exercise that are based on qualitative findings
[52, 53]. There is some evidence that the OEEE-2 has
shown convergent validity, internal consistency, and per-
son and item reliability [28].
Enjoyment was measured using the Physical Activity

Enjoyment Scale (PACES) [54] as modified by Motl et al.
[30]. The questionnaire consists of 16 items, 9 of which
are positively-worded (e.g. “I think it’s fun”, “It gives me
energy”, “It is very pleasant”) and 7 of which are
negatively-worded (e.g. “I feel bored”, “I don’t like it”,
“It’s frustrating for me”). Each item is rated on a 5-point
Likert scale that ranges from 1 (“Does not apply at all”)
to 5 (“Truly applies”). The negatively-worded items are
reversed-scored, and the responses are added to a score
that ranges from 16 to 80. PACES has been tested in 18-
to 24-year-old students and adults with functional limi-
tations, and it shows acceptable test-retest reliability, in-
ternal consistency, and criterion validity that correlates
with physical functioning [54, 55]. The modified PACES
has shown satisfactory factorial and construct validity
for adolescent girls [30] and invariance for the factor
structure, factor loadings and factor variances across
time [56].
Social support was assessed using the Social support

for exercise scale (SSES) [32], which includes 13 items
that are divided into family and friends sections and
measured on a 5-point Likert scale. Of the 13 items, 11
are positively-worded (participation and involvement),
and 2 are negatively-worded (rewards and punishments);
the items describe social interactions that may be linked
to exercise behaviour during the previous 3 months.
Responses range from 1 (“None”) to 5 (“Very often”);
“Not applicable” is given a score of 1. The item
scores are summarised in three subgroups: Family
support – positive, Friend support – positive, and

Family support – negative. The Friend support –
negative subgroup scores were excluded by Sallis et al. be-
cause this subgroup did not emerge in the factor analysis.
The SSES has acceptable test-retest reliability, high in-
ternal consistency, and significant criterion validity that is
correlated with a vigorous exercise measure [32].
The readiness to change PA level was measured at

baseline and included three questions with responses on
a 100-mm visual analogue scale (VAS): “How prepared
are you to change PA level?”, “How important is it for
you to change PA level?”, “How confident are you about
succeeding with changing PA level (self-efficacy)?”. The
VAS line is anchored at each end with words that de-
scribe the minimum and maximum extremes of the di-
mension that is being measured. The questions are
derived from motivational interviewing (MI) and from
behaviour change counselling according to Rollnick et
al. [25, 57]. A higher value on the VAS indicates an in-
creased readiness to change. The VAS has been used in
social and behavioural sciences as a research and clinical
tool and is considered to have acceptable reliability and
validity [58].
BMI was calculated (kg/m2) [59] from body weight

with the patient in light clothing and without shoes to
the nearest 0.1 kg using an electric scale (Carl Lidén
AFW D300, Jönköping, Sweden) and from body height
measured with the patient in an upright position without
shoes to the nearest 0.5 cm using a scale fixed to the wall
(Personmått PEM 136, Hultafors, Sweden).
Health-related quality of life was assessed with the

Swedish version of the Short Form 36 (SF-36 Standard
Swedish Version 1.0), which includes 36 questions [60].
It generates 8 health concepts that are grouped into a
physical component summary (PCS) and mental compo-
nent summary (MCS) and that are converted to 0 to 100
points, with higher values representing better HRQL.
The SF-36 has shown good to excellent internal
consistency and reliability and has been validated in a
representative sample of the Swedish population [60].
The following were also recorded: Age (years), sex (female

or male), social situation (single or married/cohabiting or
other), economic status (good; neither good nor bad; bad),
education (elementary school or high school or university/
college), and smoking (yes or previous or no).

Statistical analysis
Interval and ratio data are presented as means and
standard deviations (SDs), and nominal and ordinal data
as medians and minimum–maximum (min–max or 25–
75 percentiles). A per-protocol analysis was used, com-
plemented with an additional ITT analysis, and differ-
ences between completer’s and the dropout group were
determined by an independent samples t-test or by a
Mann-Whitney U-test.
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Spearman’s rank correlation was used to examine asso-
ciations between correlates of PA at baseline and PA
level at the 6-month follow-up. For each correlate, a
mixed linear regression was performed on the ITT
population, using PA level at 6-months follow-up as
dependent variable and the correlate as fixed independ-
ent variable, also including random baseline covariates:
age, gender, social situation, economy, education, smok-
ing, and an additional covariate; intervention of care at 6
months. Proceeding with a univariate regression ap-
proach using PA level at 6-months follow-up as
dependent variable and the correlate as independent
variable, a linear fit was done for each model.
The significant correlates from the univariate regres-

sion analysis were dichotomised in order to better
understand the relationship between baseline versus
6-month variables from a clinical perspective and to
evaluate how the intervention could be most effective.
This allowed us to perform a predictive analysis with
two extreme variants of the correlate values. The corre-
lates were divided into values that were less than or
greater than the median value for self-efficacy expecta-
tions (SEE), readiness to change–prepared (PREP), readi-
ness to change–confident (CONF), and the SF-36
physical component summary (PCS). The BMI was
dichotomised into < 30 versus ≥30. Cut-off values for
positively-assessed correlates are presented in Table 2.
The PA level at baseline according to the ACSM/AHA
questionnaire was dichotomised into low values (< 2
points) versus high values (≥ 2 points) and then com-
bined with the dichotomised correlates of PA in the pre-
dictive analysis.
The dichotomised, statistically significant baseline cor-

relates of PA from the regression analysis were used in a
chi-square test for independence. The purpose of this
step was to analyse possible predictive correlates to in-
creased PA level (Δ-value) and achieved PA level accord-
ing to the public health recommendation (cut-off value
≥5 points = ≥150 min of moderate-intensity PA/week) at
the 6-month follow-up, respectively. The degree of asso-
ciation between variables was measured using the phi
coefficient (phi) with Cohen’s criteria of 0.10 for a small

effect, 0.30 for a medium effect, and 0.50 for a large ef-
fect [61]. Statistical significance was set at p ≤ 0.05.

Results
A total of 368 of the 444 patients, with a mean age of
57 years and 54% female, were retested at the 6-month
follow-up (Table 1). Of these patients, 73% (n = 270) in-
creased their PA level to some extent, and 42% (n = 153)
moved from having an inadequate PA level to having a
sufficient level according to public health recommenda-
tions, as described previously [40]. The results derives
from an analysis using per-protocol. An additional ITT
analysis (mixed linear regression) including random
baseline covariates, was done revealing results that did
not make any difference to the conclusions of the article
(Additional file 1).

Factors associated with PA level
There was a significant correlation (r = 0.12–0.17) be-
tween the following baseline values and the PA level at
6 months: self-efficacy expectations, outcome expecta-
tions, enjoyment, readiness to change–PREP, readiness
to change–CONF, BMI, physical component summary-
SF36 score and baseline PA level (Table 3).
The significant variables from the correlation analysis

were used in a univariate regression analysis, which
showed significant associations between 6 of the 8 base-
line correlates with the PA level at the 6-month
follow-up (Table 4). For example, if the self-efficacy ex-
pectation score was one point higher at baseline, the PA
level score increased by 0.19 points (one point = ≥ 30
min of moderate-intensity PA/day) at the 6-month
follow-up. BMI had a significant negative β-coefficient,
meaning that if the BMI was 1 kg/cm2 higher at baseline,
the PA level score decreased by 0.07 points at the
6-month follow-up.
In order to further analyse the relationship between

variables at baseline versus at the 6-month follow-up,
the significant correlates of PA from the regression ana-
lysis were dichotomised into positive and negative values
and used in a predictor analysis. A positive value meant
that the patient estimated that they had greater
self-efficacy to change their PA and were more prepared
and more confident in readiness to change PA. A posi-
tive value also included a higher estimate of physical
health and a BMI < 30. The PA level at baseline was
dichotomised into low and high values (< 2 or ≥ 2 points)
in the predictive analysis.

Predictors of increased PA level
Examining one baseline predictor at the time, we found
that the proportion of patients increasing PA at the
6-month follow-up was significantly higher with a posi-
tive value for readiness to change–CONF, a BMI < 30, or

Table 2 Cut-points regarding positively assessed correlate values

Baseline correlates Positive value

SEE, points ≥ 4.77

PREP, mm > 86

CONF, mm > 68

BMI < 30

PCS, points > 47.06

SEE self-efficacy expectations, PREP readiness to change – prepared, CONF
readiness to change – confident, BMI body max index, PCS physical component
summary – SF-36
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a higher estimated physical health (PCS) (79.0–81.5%,
phi 0.12–0.14) (Table 5).
Examining two baseline predictors simultaneously

allowed us to analyse the associations of 10 combina-
tions of predictors with changes in PA from baseline to
the 6-month follow-up. This analysis showed that 79.0–
88.2% of patients with two positive predictors were likely
to show increased PA compared to 64.0–69.1% of pa-
tients with two negative predictors (Table 5). Looking at
3 or 4 baseline predictors simultaneously showed a simi-
lar trend regarding increased PA as when two baseline
predictors were used, but this was not significant (data
shown in Additional file 2). The correlations for signifi-
cant values were small (phi 0.15–0.24).
Patients with a low PA level at baseline (< 2 points) in-

creased their PA at the 6-month follow-up to a greater
extent than patients with a high PA level at baseline (≥ 2
points) (p < 0.001) (Table 5). Strikingly, at the 6-month
follow-up, subjects with a low PA level at baseline plus 1
to 3 positive baseline predictors were even more likely

to have increased their PA (87–95%, p ≤ 0.002) (data
shown in Additional file 3).

Predictors for achieving the recommended PA level
The proportion of patients achieving a PA level ≥ 5
points, which is the recommended PA level, was higher
with a significantly positive value for readiness to
change–CONF and a BMI < 30 at baseline (48.3–50.4%,
phi 0.11–0.12) (Table 6).
The proportion of patients reaching the recommended

PA level overall was higher with two positive valued
baseline predictors (47.7–54.3%) compared to 28.6–34%
for patients with two negative valued baseline predictors.
The majority of the values were significant, with a small
correlation value (phi 0.14–0.22) (Table 6). Analysis of 3
baseline predictors simultaneously (data shown in
Additional file 4) gave similar results as an analysis
using 2 predictors, while an analysis of 4 baseline pre-
dictors simultaneously increased the correlation value (phi
0.33) between the positive and negative predictors in
terms of achieving the recommended PA level.
Patients with a high PA level at baseline (≥ 2 points)

seemed to reach a PA level ≥ 5 points at the 6-month
follow-up to a greater extent than patients with a low
PA level at baseline (< 2 points) (47.2% vs. 38.7%); how-
ever, this result was not significant (p = 0.101) (Table 6).
A high PA level at baseline plus 1 to 3 positive valued
baseline predictors resulted in a more frequently reached
PA level ≥ 5p at 6-month follow-up (50–57%, p = ≤0.026)
(data shown in Additional file 5).

Table 4 Univariate regression analysis exploring the relation
between correlates of PA at baseline and PA level at 6-month
follow-up

Correlates of PA (n) PA level

Unstandardized
Coefficient B

R2 (adj) p value

Self-efficacy expectations (325) 0.19 0.011 0.033

Outcome expectations (312) −0.56 0.010 0.077

Enjoyment (314) 0.02 0.008 0.118

Readiness to change

Prepared (347) 0.02 0.013 0.020

Confident (346) 0.02 0.027 0.001

BMI (356) −0.07 0.008 0.045

Physical component summary -
SF-36 (343)

0.04 0.010 0.033

PA level at baseline (360) 0.32 0.020 0.004

PA level physical activity level according to ACSM/AHA questionnaire, ACSM
American College of Sports Medicine, AHA American Heart Association,
BMI body mass index,
SF-36 36-Item Short Form Health Survey
Statistical significance was set at p ≤ 0.05. Statistical significant p-values are
presented in bold numbers

Table 3 Spearman’s rank correlation investigating the association
between correlates of PA at baseline versus PA level at 6-month
follow-up

Correlates of PA (n) PA level

Spearman’s rho (r) p value

Self-efficacy expectations (326) 0.14 0.010

Outcome expectations (313) −0.15 0.007

Enjoyment (315) 0.12 0.033

Social support

Family-positive (310) 0.07 0.217

Friends-positive (303) 0.07 0.201

Family-negative (327) 0.02 0.790

Readiness to change

Prepared (348) 0.14 0.011

Important (348) 0.04 0.469

Confident (347) 0.17 0.001

BMI (357) −0.14 0.008

Physical component summary - SF-36 (344) 0.13 0.017

Mental component summary - SF-36 (344) 0.05 0.322

PA level at baseline (361) 0.18 0.001

Age (362) 0.03 0.543

Sex (362) 0.06 0.235

Economic status (353) −0.06 0.225

Social situation (350) 0.07 0.187

Educational level (354) 0.01 0.978

Smoking (353) 0.04 0.443

PA level physical activity level according to ACSM/AHA questionnaire, ACSM
American College of Sports Medicine, AHA American Heart Association, BMI
body mass index, SF-36 36-Item Short Form Health Survey
Statistical significance was set at p ≤ 0.05. Statistical significant p-values are
presented in bold numbers
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Discussion
This study’s main finding was that a number of baseline
factors were associated with the PA level at the 6-month
follow-up after the PAP intervention. These predictive
factors included greater self-efficacy expectations, more
preparedness and confidence in terms of one’s readiness
to change, a BMI < 30 and a positive value for a measure
of physical health at baseline. The proportion of patients
with these predictors were higher in the group that in-
creased PA after PAP. In addition, if 2 to 4 of these fac-
tors were present, the likelihood of reaching a sufficient
PA level (according to public health recommendations)
increased significantly. These findings highlight potential
predictors of PAP that can lead to an increased PA level
at a 6-month follow-up. Considering these predictors at
an early stage of the intervention could improve indivi-
dualised support of the patient during the behavioural
change process.
This study investigated which primary care patients

are most likely to benefit from PAP treatment and found
that the proportion of patients with low PA at baseline
increased their PA level in a higher extent compared to
patients with high PA at baseline, especially in combination
with positive valued predictors (maximum of 95% vs. 65%).
These results suggest that patients with the lowest PA levels

benefit most from PAP. Considering the dose-response re-
lationship between sedentary time, PA and health and the
more pronounced health gain for those changing from sed-
entary/low PA level [7, 8, 62], this could have important
clinical implications.
One strength of this study was its size. The in-

cluded patients represent a major patient group that
may be suitable for receiving PAP, and the PAP
treatment was executed in a daily clinical primary
care setting. Even if a majority of patients had two
components of MetS and were treated with medica-
tion, showing higher complexity, the majority of the
patients increased their PA level and health parame-
ters during the 6-month PAP treatment [40]. These
results indicate that the PAP treatment may be suit-
able for use in broader groups of patients with med-
ical conditions that range from less severe to more
severe, but this awaits further study. Another strength of
the study is that the individualised PAP intervention
commonly resulted in a PA recommendation to be
carried out in everyday life (e.g. walking), which is
suitable for the most physically inactive patients.
These patients are, from a health perspective, the
most vulnerable and have the most to gain from an
increased PA level [6–8].

Table 5 Percent of patients with increased PA-level (Δ-value) at 6-month follow-up, analysed with 1–2 baseline predictive correlates

Correlate of PA (n) Increased PA-level (Δ value)

% of patients p valuea phi coefficient

Positive values Negative values

SEE (170/155) 74.1 72.9 0.804 0.01

PREP (183/164) 77.0 70.7 0.180 0.07

CONF (179/167) 79.9 67.7 0.010 0.14

BMI (130/226) 81.5 71.2 0.031 0.12

PCS (181/162) 79.0 68.5 0.027 0.12

SEE/PREP (109/92) 79.8 75.0 0.414 0.06

SEE/CONF (106/94) 79.2 69.1 0.102 0.12

SEE/BMI (69/106) 82.6 69.8 0.057 0.14

SEE/PCS (95/79) 80.0 69.6 0.114 0.12

PREP/CONF (128/112) 79.7 66.1 0.017 0.15

PREP/BMI (62/100) 79.0 64.0 0.043 0.16

PREP/PCS (101/80) 83.2 67.5 0.014 0.18

CONF/BMI (64/105) 82.8 69.1 0.004 0.22

CONF/PCS (102/85) 88.2 68.2 0.001 0.24

BMI/PCS (77/113) 84.4 65.5 0.004 0.21

Low values High values

PABL (152/119) 84.0 66.1 < 0.001 0.21

PA-level physical activity level according to ACSM/AHA questionnaire, SEE self-efficacy expectations, PREP readiness to change – prepared, CONF readiness to
change – confident, BMI body max index, PCS physical component summary – SF-36, PABL physical activity at baseline
Cut-points regarding positively assessed values were: SEE ≥4.77 points, PREP >86mm, CONF >68mm, BMI<30, PCS≥ 47.06 points. Cut-point regarding low PABL was < 2 points
aP values were determined by Chi-square test for independence
Statistical significance was set at p ≤ 0.05. Statistical significant p-values are presented in bold numbers
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PA is a complex behaviour, and it is complicated to
measure how factors such as PA category, type, fre-
quency, duration, intensity, and purpose affect PA meas-
urement and outcome [8, 63]. PA behaviour is also
affected by diverse factors at the individual, social, psy-
chological, behavioural, environmental, and policy levels
[22, 64]. Barnett et al. [34] found that adults increased
their PA in order to improve their health and well-being
and to establish new daily routines with the opportunity
for social interactions and personal challenges. PA be-
haviour is also affected by genetics and controlled by
neural and situational processes which are difficult to
measure and control [18, 65]. In light of the fact that PA
behaviour is affected by many variables and is compli-
cated to measure, it is not surprising that there are small
correlation (r2) values between the correlates of PA and
the PA level [18, 21, 50].
It has been argued that there are likely to be errors

when correlates of PA are measured using multiple re-
gression analyses because the correlates are often in-
ternal, psychological variables [21]. Thus, the effect of
the correlate tends to be underestimated while the effect
of the independent variable on the dependent variable
tends to be overestimated. Hansen et al. [65] argue that
behavioural interventions only have indirect effects i.e.

they may change the predisposing and enabling factors
that lead to behaviour but not the behaviour itself,
resulting in lower correlation values. Although the
present study showed overall small r2 values, it could
take into consideration potential predictors of increased
PA level at the 6-month follow-up of the PAP treatment.
In the dichotomised predictor analysis, a positive value

for confidence in readiness to change and BMI < 30 were
associated with an increased PA level and with a higher
degree of fulfilment of the PA recommendations, respect-
ively. Confidence in readiness to change emanates from
the concept of self-efficacy that, in previous research, has
been shown to be one of the most important correlates of
PA for adults [16, 22]. This study found significant values
for VAS-estimated confidence/self-efficacy but not for the
Self-Efficacy for Exercise (SEES) questionnaire in the
dichotomised analysis. The reason that the SEES question-
naire did not show significant values could be due to the
use of the word exercise instead of physical activity and
the predetermined level of exercise as 20min, three times
per week. This could have complicated estimation of PA
by the patient. In contrast, marking readiness to change
PA on aVAS seems more feasible.
It is well known that BMI has an inverse association

with PA, and while PA may be a determinant of obesity,

Table 6 Percent of patients with reached PA-level ≥ 5p at 6-month follow-up, analysed with 1–2 baseline predictive correlates

Correlate of PA (n) Reached PA-level (≥ 5p)

% of patients p valuea phi coefficient

Positive values Negative values

SEE (171/115) 44.4 38.7 0.294 0.06

PREP (183/165) 47.0 37.6 0.076 0.10

CONF (180/167) 48.3 35.9 0.019 0.12

BMI (131/226) 50.4 39.4 0.043 0.11

PCS (182/162) 46.2 37.7 0.111 0.09

SEE/PREP (109/92) 49.5 38.0 0.102 0.12

SEE/CONF (107/94) 47.7 34.0 0.050 0.14

SEE/BMI (70/106) 54.3 37.7 0.031 0.16

SEE/PCS (96/79) 47.9 34.2 0.067 0.14

PREP/CONF (128/112) 49.2 33.0 0.011 0.16

PREP/BMI (62/100) 53.2 32.0 0.007 0.21

PREP/PCS (101/80) 50.5 33.8 0.024 0.17

CONF/BMI (65/105) 50.8 28.6 0.004 0.22

CONF/PCS (103/85) 51.5 31.8 0.007 0.20

BMI/PCS (78/113) 48.7 31.9 0.019 0.17

Low values High values

PABL (70/85) 38.7 47.2 0.101 0.09

PA-level physical activity level according to ACSM/AHA questionnaire, SEE self-efficacy expectations, PREP readiness to change – prepared, CONF readiness to
change – confident, BMI body max index, PCS physical component summary – SF-36, PABL physical activity at baseline. Cut-points regarding positively assessed
values were: SEE ≥4.77 points, PREP > 86 mm, CONF > 68mm, BMI < 30, PCS ≥ 47.06 points. Cut-point regarding low PABL was < 2 points
aP values were determined by Chi-square test for independence
Statistical significance was set at p ≤ 0.05. Statistical significant p-values are presented in bold numbers
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obesity may also be a determinant of PA [22, 66]. In a
previous analysis of this study group [40], the study
group showed a decrease in BMI at the 6-month
follow-up of the PAP treatment. Here, in the dichoto-
mised analysis, an increased PA level and fulfilment of
PA recommendations at 6 months could be predicted
based on a baseline BMI < 30. These results support
both determinant theories i.e. that PA is a determinant
of obesity and vice versa. In this study the patients had a
mean BMI value of 32 and 73% of the patients increased
their PA level in some extent indicating that patients
with BMI > 30 benefits from PAP-treatment. However,
further subgroup analysis is needed to investigate the
content and amount of PAP-support for patients with a
BMI > 30. As in previous research on HRQOL, our re-
sults indicate that a positive value for physical health as
measured on the SF-36 plays a role in predicting an in-
creased PA level at the 6-month follow-up [67, 68].
The simultaneous use of 2 to 4 baseline predictors in

the analysis (with fewer patients in the 4-predictor
analysis) showed a clearer PA trend for patients with
positive vs. negative values, especially regarding the ful-
filment of PA recommendations. In the study group,
73% of the patients increased their PA level to some ex-
tent, and 42% achieved the PA recommendations at the
6-month follow-up. For many patients, reaching a PA
level ≥ 5 points was a major step, and the results showed
that having 2 to 4 predictors with positive values at base-
line increased the possibility of predicting achievement
of the PA recommendation. Sherwood et al. [15] stated
that we have to incorporate multiple determinants of PA
that reflect the complexity of predicting exercise behav-
iour, and Trost et al. [69] argued that longitudinal and
intervention studies are needed to infer causal relation-
ships. To our knowledge, there is no research that as-
sesses multiple predictive correlates with increased PA
level in PAP interventions. The present study thus con-
tributes to the knowledge about predictors of increased
PA at a 6-month follow-up of PAP treatment. Further
studies are, however, needed in the research field of pre-
dicting correlates.

Limitations
This study has some limitations [40]. The dropout rate
of 17% could influence the interpretation of results as it
may have introduced selection bias. Nevertheless, the
study was a “daily clinical work” survey, and the dropout
rate was about as expected for this type of study. As in
previous published article [40] a per-protocol analysis
was used rather than an intention to treat analysis (ITT),
which could increase the risk of bias. However, ITT has
been criticised for increasing the risk of attributing
biased characteristics. In this article, an additional ITT
analysis was done revealing results that did not make

any difference to our conclusions. The lack of a control
group could complicate the interpretation of the result
but there is an overall discussion about the limitations
with RCT’s due to the possible lack of external validity.
The study population was included non-consecutively,
which may increase the risk of selection bias. However,
PAP treatment is patient-centred and takes into account
the patient’s attitude about changing their PA level, and
PAP probably has the most potential to help patients
who have been thinking of changing their habits. The
use of self-reported measures increases the risk of over-
or underestimating the items in questionnaires and to be
affected by recall and response bias [70]. These measures
are still frequently used due to their practicality, general
acceptance and ability to collect data from a large num-
ber of patients at low cost [71]. To choose a measure-
ment most appropriate for the dimension of behaviour
of interest is essential [72] and the instruments for cor-
relate measurement used in the article has previously
been reliability and validity tested.

Clinical implications
The PAP intervention in this study is most likely to in-
crease the PA levels of patients who have a low PA at
baseline, who have confidence in their readiness to
change their PA level, who have better estimated phys-
ical health, or who have a BMI < 30. Identifying these
possible predictive correlates at an early stage of the
PAP intervention offers clinicians an opportunity to sup-
port the patient during the behavioural change process
and to individualise PAP treatment in order to increase
the patient’s PA level.

Conclusions
This study identified potential predictive correlates of
an increased PA level after a 6-month PAP interven-
tion. This may help improve the individualisation of
PAP support.
The results indicated that the proportion of patients

with the lowest PA levels increased their PA level in a
higher extent (84%), primarily benefiting from the PAP
intervention. These results have clinical implications for
professionals who work to promote behavioural changes
in patients who can potentially improve their health by
increasing their PA level.
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